A stationary iterative method for solving a singular system Ax = b converges for any starting vector if lirnido;, Gi exists, where G is the iteration matrix, and the solution to which it converges depends on the starting vector. We examine the behavior of stationary iteration in finite precision arithmetic. A perturbation bound for singular systems is derived and used to define forward stability of a numerical method. A rounding error analysis enables us to deduce conditions under which a stationary iterative method is forward stable or backward stable. The component of the forward error in the null space of A can grow linearly with the number of iterations, but it is innocuous as long as the iteration converges reasonably quickly. As special cases, we show that when A is symmetric positive semidefinite the Richardson iteration with optimal parameter is forward stable, and if A also has unit diagonal and property A, then the Gauss-Seidel method is both forward and backward stable. Two numerical examples are given to illustrate the analysis.
INTRODUCTION
Singular linear systems occur in various applications, such as the computation of the stationary distribution vector in a Markov chain [ 1, 81 and the solution of a Neumann boundary value problem by finite difference methods [ 111. Because of the structure and the possibly large dimension of the coefficient matrices in these applications, iterative methods are frequently used to solve the systems.
A potential danger is that the rather delicate convergence properties of the iterative methods will be destroyed by rounding errors. Keller [9] discusses this possibility for stationary iteration, and gives a short argument from which he concludes that "the spurious contributions in null(A) grow at worst linearly and if the rounding errors are small the scheme can be quite effective." In this work we extend our analysis in [6] to provide a quantitative error analysis of stationary iteration for singular systems.
In Section 2 we set up our notation and review the behavior of stationary iteration in exact arithmetic. In Section 3 we define normwise and componentwise forward and backward stability of a numerical method for solving singular systems. Backward stability can be defined as in the nonsingular case; forward stability cannot, so we derive a new perturbation result to help us formulate an appropriate definition.
A forward error analysis is presented in Section 4. We split the error into its components in null(A) and its complement. The error bounds enable us to identify conditions under which stationary iteration is normwise or componentwise forward stable. A bound for the residual, and hence for the normwise backward error, is derived in Section 5. In Sections 6 and 7 we give examples of how unconditional stability can be deduced in special cases: we show that (1) the Richardson iteration with optimal parameter is normwise forward stable if A is symmetric positive semidefinite and (2) the Gauss-Seidel method is both normwise forward stable and normwise backward stable if A is symmetric positive semidefinite with unit diagonal and has property A. Finally, two numerical experiments with the Gauss-Seidel method are described in Section 8. One shows how the analysis correctly predicts forward and backward stability for a Neumann problem, and the other displays instability of the Gauss-Seidel method, with linear growth of the component of the error in null(A), which again is in accord with the analysis.
A useful tool in analyzing the behavior of stationary iteration for a singular system is the Drazin inverse. This can be defined, for A E IPx", as the unique matrix AD such that ADAAD = AD, AAD = ADA, and Ak"AD = Ak, where k = index(A). The index of A is the smallest nonnegative integer k such that rank(Ak) = rank(Ak"); it is characterized as the dimension of the where P is nonsingular and p(r) < 1. Hence lim G" = P n+oo
To rewrite this limit in terms of G, we note that
and, since Z -I is nonsingular,
To evaluate the limit of the second term in (2.1) we note that, since the system is consistent, M-lb = M-'Ax = (I -G)x, and so using (2.5) . We note in passing that the condition that G is semiconvergent is equivalent to Z -G having index 1, in view of (2.3), but that this condition does not imply that A = M(Z -G) has index 1.
The conclusion is that if G is semiconvergent, stationary iteration converges to a solution of Ax = b that depends on x0:
The first term in this limit is in null(Z -G), and the second term is in range(Z-G).
To obtain the unique solution in range(Z -G) we should take for x0 any vector in range(Z -G) (xa = 0, say). In Section 4 we modify the above analysis to incorporate the effects of rounding errors. To guide the error analysis we need to know what we are aiming to prove. Therefore in the next section we examine forward and backward stability for singular systems. Here, and throughout, the norm is assumed to be monotonic (that is, 1x1 5
STABILITY FOR SINGULAR SYSTEMS
lyl =+ Ilxll _( llyll [7, p. 2851). Th ese definitions are clearly unsuitable for a singular system, since they involve A-'. Moreover, since the solution to which stationary iteration converges depends on the method [as shown by (2.6)], a useful definition of forward stability must be method-dependent. We use the following perturbation result as the basis for our definition of forward stability. The result projects the perturbations into range(Z -G) and so can be thought of as gauging the effect of perturbations to the "nonsingular part of the system." 
where E is the projector (I -G)D(Z -G), the underlying perturbations are AM, AN and Ab, and
.
Proof.
We define f to be the vector satisfying
Expanding (3.5) and simplifying, we have
which has a particular solution
Since p((Z -G)DAG) c 1, the matrix I -(I -G)DAG is nonsingular, and so (3.6) has the unique solution
It is simple to show that
and substituting these formula into (3.7) completes the proof. That these are appropriate definitions of forward stability is supported by the properties that they are method-dependent when A is singular, and that when A is nonsingular they reduce to (3.3) and (3.4), since then (I -G)DM-l = A-'.
FORWARD ERROR ANALYSIS
We use the same assumptions and model of floating point arithmetic as in [6].
Thus we assume that rk+r is computed by forming Nxk + b and then solving Mxk+l = Nxk + b, and we use the standard model of floating point arithmetic (in its weaker form that is valid for machines without a guard digit). The computed vectorszk satisfy an equality of the form 
where c, is a constant of order n; for the rest of the analysis we will assume that (4.2) is satisfied. 
We wish to bound e,+l = x -Tm+r, where x is the limit in (2.6) corresponding to the given starting vector x0. Since the iteration is stationary at the solution X, we have, from (2.1),
Subtracting (4.3) from (4.4), we obtain e,,+r = Gm+' eo + 2 GiM
The first term, G"'+' e(r, is negligible for large m, because it is the error after m + 1 stages of the exact iteration and this error tends to zero. To obtain a useful bound for the second term, we cannot simply take norms or absolute values, 
E = (I -G)D(Z -G).
Hence the error can be written as -Gmt-'eo + ~GiEM-l&_i + (I -E)M-' &nL_,. Finally, we suggest another approach to dealing with the potentially dangerous term (I -E)M-' c ti in (4.5). P remultiplying a vector by Z -E moves it into the null space of Z -G, which is .also the null space of A. where $,,+i is the nearest solution vector toZm+r and A possible drawback of this approach is that x:+~ can be large normed, which may make it an unacceptable solution.
THE RESIDUAL
Now we investigate the size of the residual, r,+l = b -Azm+r, in order to bound the backward error. From (4.3) and (4.4) we find that
It is easy to show that AGi = HiA, where H = NM-' (recall that G = M-lN). The parameter aopt that minimizes p(G) = p(Z -a_lA) is easily seen to be c+ = (hl + h,)/2. For (Y = aopt, G has eigenvalues (iI+ h, -2&)/(hr + h,); since G is symmetric and these eigenvalues are either unity or strictly between -1 and 1, we see that G is semiconvergent and hence the Richardson iteration converges. We assume now that u = aopt. To evaluate the bound (4.10) we note It can be shown that (IAn 112 = 11 (I -G)oM-i 112 provided that F # I. Therefore this bound guarantees normwise forward stability as long as yX is not too large and the rate of convergence is not too slow.
Turning to the residual, our task is to bound Cz, ]lH'(Z -ZZ)]]s. Using a similar approach to the forward error case we find that the eigenvectors of [Wi (I -ZZ)ITZZ' (I -H) are identical to those of Wi, but now with corresponding eigenvalues A. 4i-2(1 -k')'(l+ k2), and these eigenvalues h of B are real. Hence
JlH"(Z -ZZ)lls = sign(h)h2"-l(l -k2)(1 + h2)"2
for some eigenvalue h of B. Through further manipulation we can show that III -ZZJlz < 1.6 and so, since p(B) = 1,
From (5.3) we obtain the final residual bound lb-m+1112 5 IWm+4-dl2 +c$4~~JIAll2ll%+~ll2 + ll~lld~ which guarantees normwise forward stability for large enough m, provided ym is not too large. The derivation of this residual bound is also valid ifA is nonsingular. A similar result for the nonsingular case, in which a different infinite sum is considered, can be found in [ 151.
NUMERICAL RESULTS
We illustrate the foregoing analysis with two numerical examples. The computations were done in Matlab, for which the unit roundoff u = 2-53 z 1.1 x 10-16. . . .
-1 -1 -1 -2 4-
The matrix A has a one-dimensional null space spanned by the vector of all ones. We took N = 5 and set b = Ay, where y = (1,2, . . . , 25)T. We took three different starting vectors x0: a random vector from the normal (0,l) distribution, the vector of ones, and the vector of zeros. The iterations were terminated when Zk = Zk+r. We report in Table 1 For our second example we take a nonsymmetric matrix of the form illustrated by that is, ag = u for i > j and ag = (-ly-'+' forj > i, except that ~12 = a. This 
